Participants in this session had the opportunity to weigh in on the following questions, which were displayed during discussion as responses came in.

We use this software for OCR

- 8 ABBYY (Corporate)
- 0 ABBYY (Server)
- 1 Tesseract
- 2 Outsourced/Don't know
- 14 Other/Don't create OCR
We maintain quality through...

16 manual review

2 automated review

0 we don't; we prep jobs carefully

10 we don't; we cross our fingers & hope
Our challenges to good OCR output are...
We think high-quality OCR is needed most for:

1st: accessibility
2nd: discovery within the book
3rd: discovery of the book
4th: preservation of content
5th: computational scholarship
Questions for the group...

- How do you separate OCR from the PDF image?
- Redaction before or after OCR?
Was this session useful?

Please give us feedback using the buttons below.